
This is the Run Report for Run No. 312 

 

When:       Sunday 18 July, 1999 

Where:      Meudon 

Hare:          Choucroute Power and Dracula 

Attendance:    21 (+ 2 dogs) 

 

It was a bloody hot day, and there were a lot of hung over people around.Hence lots of sunglasses.  

Good old Long Hop parties, then Manneke Pis (which incidentally is set to become our new Thursday 

night RV venue until somebody comes up with a cheaper bar, 4(?) rue Danou, 75002 Paris, Metro 

Opera, see you there)...  Yes, so, off we went for a sweaty old jog round Meudon forest, which wasn't 

quite as short as hare Choucroute Power suggested, but still, not too bad at all.  However, it more 

than made up in terms of big steep hills to go up, and then down, and then up...  Far too many ladies' 

checks too, and people calling OnOn when they shouldn't have.Many trails went through lots of 

crunchy sticks.  And more crunchy sticks.Miles of crunchy bloody sticks.  Other hare Dracula had 

(most of) us going along his shiggy trail, which was a marsh to you and me.  Many casualties among 

the shoes, some very serious.  So the sight of OnIn was most welcome, although Pimms and Sans 

Clue's green alien didn't get on like a house on fire! 

 

What did we think of the run: 

Too many hills, too many crunchy bits, too much shiggy, too hot, all the usual complaints (how lazy 

can a hash get???) 

Down-Downs 

 

Hares:     Choucroute Power and Dracula 

 

Virgins:   Christian from Germany, made to come 

by Likes a Long One Christian from 

Germany/US/Argentina, made to come by David 

 

Returnees: David, Dutch Delight, Goblin, Grab 

Nuts, Royal Flush Socks'n'Roses, Vicky, Wrong 

Way 

 

Re-naming: Gypsy becomes "Pig", so his mother, 

Royal Flush, took the DD 

 

Criminals: 

- New Shoes:          Orange Slip 

- Lost Shoes:         Dutch Delight, MaBush 

- Calling false OnOn:    Kama Sutra 

- Filthiness:         Aquasex 

- Hat in Circle:      Choucroute Power 

- Dog Impersonations: Aquasex 

- The Weather/25 years of marriage:        Wrong 

Way the RA 

- Hares leading pack/getting lost on trail:  

Choucroute Power, Dracula and Likes a Long 

One 

 

OnOn 

MaBush 





 

 



 
 

 


